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ABSTRACT 

Organizations find themselves constantly implementing changes in order to align 

themselves with the increasingly turbulent environment and to meet their objectives, and 

the Public Universities are no exception. Some of the factors attributing to the turbulence 

in the environment include political, globalization, socio-economic legislative, 

competition and the rapidly changing technology. Observations as well as previous 

studies like Bacal (2000) have shown that no matter whether a change is of major 

proportions or is objectively small, the change manager must anticipate that people in the 

organization will find reasons to resist change. 

This research was conducted through a case study of the University of Nairobi whose 

objectives were three fold . These were to establish the nature of resistance to change 

implementation in the University, to establish how the University managed there i tancc 

and finally to determine how effective the approaches in managing resistance to change 

have been. To assist the researcher gather the data, a questionnaire guide was used that 

covered the nature and causes of resistance and how the resistance was managed. 

The research gathered detailed information on the types, cau es, and management of 

resistance to change in the Umversity of airobi , to n bl th r 

resistance phenomenon more deeply. R 
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researcher suggested areas for future research by widening the scope to cover other 

public and private universities in order to get a wider range of the types and causes of 

resistance to change as well as the management approaches applied to this resistance. 



CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

African universities have undergone continuous transformation since independence which is 

attributed to both internal and external forces. Some of these forces are political, globalization, 

socio-economic, legislative, competition as well as rapidly changing technology. Most African 

universities share common hi~torical background in that they were established during the 

colonial era to meet the needs of the colonialists. Sawyerr (2004) notes that with the approach of 

political independence or soon thereafter, many countries regarded the establishment of local 

universities as a major part of the post-colonial national development project. The goal of this 

project was mainly to help the new nations build up capacity to develop. and manage their 

resources, alleviate poverty and close the gap between them and the developed world. 

The sub equent governments that took over from the colonial government have had uch high 

control over these institutions that Sawyerr (2004) views the African Univer itie having 

shared in the substantial ferment to which the world of higher education ha been ubjected to 

over the past two decades and more. This stagnation and control can not anymore be atTorded 

with the growing turbulence in the environment within which the uni ersitie are op rating. s 

noted by Worley, 1996) and Johnson (2003) in titutions n d to align th m el trat gica lly 

in order to position themselves with the changing n ir nment. 

With this background, th unive ity tru I t iti n th cl 1.: in th h. n )in) ct nditi ns 
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Globalization has brought with it openness of national borders in as far as information flow is 

concerned. Focusing on the universities, the growing significance of information and knowledge 

has disregarded political boundaries as the electronic media continues to gain popularity in the 

society as whole. It has also increased the level of competition in that comparisons of 

performance of various universities is very transparent via the internet, and only the best 

university will attract most students and staff. Sawyerr (2004), argues that not only do goods and 

services flow freely but also knowledge and information, enhanced mobility, global market for 

high skilled labor and shrinking of distances caused by the ICT revolution . Against this 

background, demands of new kinds of knowledge and new models of knowledge dissemination 

have resulted. It is no wonder then that there has been complete transformation in not only the 

Afri can universities but aiso other institution of higher learning. 

ince the mid 1970's, Sawyerr (2004), ~bserve that there wa virtual c llap c f many n ti nal 

economies resulting from the declines in international trade again t ec n mie that d p nd n 

the production and export of primary products. This era also aw the ri e of autocratic military 

and civilian one party governance systems in many countries which dictated the runn ing of most 

public institutions. While the un iversities are disad antaged in the cat hing up v ith 

global ization, they still are nursing the wounds inflicted b colonizati n. The respective 

governments for instance have a very strong pre en e in th runnin un1 er itie a 

evidenced by the fact that the university chanc llor th h d to 

app int or sack the Vice hancellor. The go rnm nt n 

for re. ourc uti lizati n but al bi r inst. n • 
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help an organization to prosper, strategy implementation does not go without challenges. The 

challenges may be attributed to either systemic or behavioral attributes of an organization 

Systemic resistance usually occurs from the organization mainly featuring its incompetence in 

managerial capacity, people's knowledge and skills, while behavioral is within the employees at 

individual or team level. Folger and Skarlicki (1999) claim that "organizational change can 

generate skepticism and resistance in employees, making it sometimes difficult or impossible to 

implement organizational improvements" . 
. • 

Resistance to change is defined variously. Zander I 950 defined resistance as " behaviour which 

is intended to protect an individual from the effects of real or imagined change" (cited in Dent 

and Goldberg I 999). They further argue that individuals may not be resisting change but rather 

be resisting the loss of status, loss of pay, or lo s of comfort. Ansoff (I 999) urns up re istance 

mean a multifaceted phenomenon which intr duce un anticipated delay , c t , and 

instabilities in the process of a strategic change. People in an organizati n may r 

when implications of the change are not well under tood or merely left ut durin th chang 

formulation. Bolognese (2002) in his paper 'Employee Re i tance to change" n te that 

resistance is inevitable in an organization in respon e to any maj r chang . It i, therefore 

important for management to understand, accept and make an e rt t w rk with re i tance 

because resistance can undermine the mo t well intentioned and \ ell c nc i ed ~han 1 efT n . 

oetsee ( 1999) observes that any managem nt' bilit) t 

change depends in part of how effi ti 
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1997-2010 notes that there has been remarkable growth of the Education and Training (E&T) 

sector since 1963 . The report notes that the growth has been manifested in the growth of 

teaching learning institutions and learning emoluments. 

The factors that have caused the growth are Political, globalization, competition in the market, 

Economic, Legal, hightened significance of information and knowledge, whose flow between 

countries is no longer restrict~d to National boundaries as these have been dissolved by the 

Information Communication Technology revolution (ICT) Sawyerr, (2004). In response to the 

mentioned challenges and the implementation of changes to counter these challenges, the 

universities have had to deal with various forms of resistance. This is in a way of redefining 

structures, looking for income generating activities, reviewing courses and course contents as 

we ll as reviewing staff emoluments. 

1.1.3 University ofNairobi: 

Out of the six public universities in Kenya, University of airobt is the oldest and the biggest. 

University of Nairobi is a corporate body estabhshed b an act of Parliament ap 210 of the 

Laws of Kenya (University of airobi Act 1985), Ken ·a gazett supplement o 61 . University 

of Nai robt 's htstory can be traced back to 1956, wtth the stabli hm nt o th Ro al Technical 

College of East Africa RTCEA whtch admitt d its 1 t I t f A-1 

courses in April the arne y r. In 1963 th R . I II ni tty 
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development and a key player in the growing of global network of scholarship. Typical of other 

African university, University of Nairobi has descended from a colonial background (Sawyerr, 

2004) and inevitably some of its strategies are nursing the colonial effects for example the 

government dictating the financial resource utilization and running of the universities. This is 

evidenced by the way the government of Kenya's responded to the overwhelming public demand 

for university education over the years. The unplanned growth and development of public 

universities became obvious in the 1990/91 academic year, when the government of Kenya gave 

a directive to public university to have double intakes, Abagi (1999). Such directives had 

negative impacts on the university education in the country, and clear evidence of systematic and 

behavioral resistance to this abrupt change. 

In this instance systematic resistance was evident in various ways. One, there was no capacity to 

accommodate the new influx, in form of classrooms and hall of resident . Both the teaching and 

non teaching staff was strained. Consequently the government engag d in putting up cvcral 

buildings in the universities which later on turned to be white elephant . eri u nc in lving 

problems was not there. Instead, projects were started, later to be abandoned a illu trated in 

table 1. 

Table 1: Stalled Projects, University of airobi in 1996 

Campus Project Remark 

Main ampus Work susp ndc:d in 199_ 

Parkland 



Over the years the public universities in Kenya have had a strong over reliance on the funding 

from the exchequer. How:ever, due to pressure from donors like World Bank/ IMF, and their 

supporters to comply with the structural adjustments that required the government to cut its 

spending as part of reforms towards a leaner and more efficient public service, the funding to the 

universities and other public institutions declined. This had serious implications on the day to 

day running of the universities and U.O.N was indebted to a tune of Ksh.2.3 billion. The 

University of Nairobi in response to the declining government support, made a decision to 

diversify their sources of revenue. The university had many unutilized assets which they 

revitalized to generate ... income. In order to respond fully to the financing challenge, the 

University also separated the management of income generating activities from the mainstream 

teaching and research functions of the University. The income generating activities arc managed 

by a university owned company, Univer ity ofNair bi ntcrpri e and crvicc td ( N ). 

The University of Nairobi for a long time has been considered as ''the university ' in Kenya 

basically because it is the oldest and the biggest. onsequentl there has been a lot of 

complacency with the university management staff and the organization a whole. Things took 

their own course and employees did what the felt like team' hile pri ate uni ersities prung 

up with such speed such that the University f air bi fi und its If und r immen e c mpetition. 

orne of the big competitors are: U , Day tar. tholi nd th az ren ni ersity.Th 

market was looking for quality degre nd th b rption of graduat 

from the privat unive iti • th n r m th'-= publi • uni' · itic . 
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head of state, the appointment of the Vice Chancellor was by interviewing and competitive 

placing. With these changes, the organization has developed a strategic plan with objectives to 

meet it overall vision of being the a world class University committed to academic excellence 

and transformation of lives of Kenyans and serving society with distinction 

In 2002 the university had some 22,000 students, of whom 17,200 were undergraduates, 4,800 

post graduates as compared to 17,000 in 1995. The university has launched several policy 

frameworks and has continued· to expand in response to the high demand of higher Education 

The structure illustrated on Appendix 1 shows the extent to which the University of Nairobi has 

grown. Figure I below shows the trend of growth in the enrolment in the African universities 

which also remotely show the trend of the big universities like University ofNairobi. 

nrolment in African Universities (' 000) 

2000 --------------------------
1100 

1400 

~ r---------------------------~-----------------------------

~ ~-----------------------
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humanities to raise emoluments in math/science and Technology courses, To relate teacher 

education to demand in user institutions -by employing new qualified teachers, bearing in mind 

equality and equity. The university will establish linkages with the macro economy for example 

industry. Post graduate studies will be expanded to enhance R&D for industrialization and finally 

to encourage the university to offer courses that are relevant to the economy. 

The second objective is to raise the quality of University education. This will be achieved by 

matching expansion to available resources as observed by Johnson and Scholes (2003). They 

refer to this as strategic fit which they explain as identifying opportunities in the business and 

adapting resources and competences. In order to raise the quality of University will necessitate 

matching capacity both in Commission for Higher Education (CHE) and individual universities. 

To provide the necessary infrastructure by completing the stalled projects and find means to 

in titutionalize the improvement programme initiated by IP. o meet the taffing needs expand 

re earch capacity and post graduate study and expl re p ibilitie of w rk exp rien ut id 

university. Explore ways of raising staff morale and motivati n for in tance, better r ·mun ·ration, 

rationalized staffing norms and criteria for professional progression. 

As noted by Johnson (2003), motivation of individual i tr ngl) influ n ed b the t p of 

leaders. Another strategy is to develop ways of as uring quali . Thi ' ill achie ed by use of 

ut ide Ken a and external examiners and adoption of universal kn 

international recruitment of staff. De el p in m t fr m th publi budg t [I r 

example public income g nerati n nd nd r. h third 
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1.2 Statement of the Research Problem 

Almost ten years after the report of the Presidential Working Party on Education and Manpower 

Training for the next Decade and beyond and the Sessional paper No. 6 of 1988, the Ministry of 

Education and Human Resources Development, found it necessary to review policies and 

develop objectives and strategies to guide the Education and Training Sector into the 21st 

Century. The Review is the Master Plan for Education and Training (MPET) 1997-2010. This in 
·' 

turn made the Public Universities to develop their strategic plans formally in the year 2005. The 

formulation of the strategic plans, was a new phenomenon in the universities, and has been 

received with some degree of resistance especially in the implementation. 

Various studies and papers have been written covering the general ducation ystcms and 

reform in Kenya. Abagi ( 1999) for instance has sugge ted the change that nc d t put in 

place in order to reform education in Kenya in the next decade. orne f th 

p~ivatization of public universities. The government through the Master Plan for 

Training (1997-2010) outlines Education Strategy implementation in Ken a, whit ernades, 

(2003) gives good recommendations on how to implement management education trategy in the 

University of Nairobi . A wino 200 I) addresses the strategi implementati n of finan ing higher 

education. The studies have concentrated on what to implem nt d, but d n t highlight, the 

types of resistance that would be fa ed and h thi if th impl mentation 

wa to be succe sful. hi s re arch 

the Public niv r itie with 

in m 'In 
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1.4 Importance of the Study 

The findings of the study will determine the major factors that have hindered the implementation 

of strategy in the University of Nairobi. It will help to identify the key strategic management 

aspects that are required for successful implementation of strategic plans in Public universities. 

The University Management will benefit from the feedback given on the success rate of the 

strategy implementation and the factors that have caused resistance, in order to address them in 

the future plans and implementations. The findings will also satisfy the researcher's curiosity of 

how resistance is managed in implementing strategy in the University ofNairobi. The study will 

also give the public universities a platform on which to build on new strategies in order to remain 

competitive in the academic field. Finally, the study will also open an area for further research by 

scholars. 



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Types of Resistance to Change 

Various scholars have defined change each differently. Zander (1950) looks at resistance as the 

behaviour which is intended to protect an individual from the effects of real or imagined change. 

Ansoff ( 1990) defines resistance as a multifaceted phenomenon which introduces unanticipated 

delays, costs, and instabilities into the process of a strategic change. He also notes that resistance 
/ 

to change is proportional to the degree of discontinuity in the culture and/ or the power structure 

introduced by the change. Others define resistance to change from an employees perspective, 

based on the emotional factors exhibited as a result of organizational change. French ( 1948) 

agreed that aggression and frustration in employees are the emotional factors that that caused 

unde irable behaviours and resistance to change. On the other hand Argyris and chon 

( 1974, 1978) noted that resistance to change is a de fen e mechani m cau cd by fru trati n and 

anxiety. Ansoff ( 1990) highlights that resistance to change i n t c nfined t f th 

change process. Rather it is continuous through out the change proce . 

Resistance to change can be categorized as systemic and beha ioral. ystemic resistance is the 

passive incompetence of the organization. It occurs when the e temal chang d e not match the 

internal competence. Competence may be viewed in t rm f the p opl kn wl dge and kill 

and their experiences, system to upp rt the h n e. J hn ~ n and h l" 200 ) iewed 

competence as existing sy tern and I I o t lnd it i 
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debate about the cohesiveness or diversity of culture and the impact of success or failure of 

strategies and ensuring the change agenda is given full attention that it deserves as 

underestimation on complexity and time scale may result to failure. Culture change is a long 

process of changing behavior. The hard change tools (structure and systems) alone may not 

deliver. Raising awareness as to how the style of managing change need to vary with 

circumstances. Because the traditional structures and roles do not match future strategies. 

Ansoff in his book "the new strategy" notes that the earlier prescriptions for strategic planning 

were based on three underlying assumptions: First, that "reasonable people will do reasonable 

things" and therefore managers will welcome new ways o thinking. Secondly, right decisions 

will be made and these will effectively translate these to actions. Thirdly, the strategy 

formulation and strategy implementation are sequential and independent activities. on equently 

the trategy Implementation would start immediately foil wing the planning pha c. 

and re earch from strategists review that reasonable people d n t d r na thing '. 

Implementation of strategy does not always follow trategic planning and that rc ·i ·tance to 

change is not confined to introduction of strategic planning. Rather re i tance i exp rienced in 

the whole change process. Resistance to change rna be iewed as negati and positive. 

Bolognese (2002) observes that more often managers percei e re i tance negati ely. However 

there is resistance that turns out beneficial to the organizatt n 

For orne people resi ting chang , th re m b multipl 
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Organizational culture is an important factor that contributes to strategic implementation in any 

organization. Culture is such a powerful tide that it can enhance or block change in 

implementation. Kotter and Heskett (1992) quote Alan Wilkins as reflecting the feelings of many 

academics when he says,"Culture has been trivialized because many have written about 

managing culture, managing myths without realising how difficult it is to manipulate these. 

Culture can be seen as the specific ways things are done in an organization which tend to persist 

over time and guide people's behavior. Johnson (2003) also refers to it as routines. He highlights 
·' 

that some routines can be hindrances to change leading to strategic drifts. Kotter and Heskett, 

( 1992) takes culture to refer to values that are shared by the people in a group and that tend to 

persist over time even when the group membership changes. In order for strategy to succeed, 

they have to be supported by a firm's culture, Kotter (1996) as when they do not, strategy is 

prone to resistance. Leaders should then con ciously deal carefully with how to change the 

prevailing culture, this may be by gradual training of the operation taff (incremental change), 

which helps to remove the taken for granted ness paradigm. Pearce II and R bin n Jr (2 0 

observe that organizational culture is a major priority in implementing a carefully formulated 

strategy. 

rganizational structure has big role to play in strateg) implementati n. Pearce ll and Robinson 

Jr (2003) also note that if structure and trategy re n t co rdinated, th re ult will be 

inefficiencies, misdirections and fragmented effi rt . rru ture i th di i i n oft ks for the 

efficiency and clarity of purp e. A w II tru tur d finn i 

relate t strategy henc m king th nn fr m 
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Strategy formulation by itself is not useful but becomes useful only when it is matched with the 

implementation. It is worth noting that strategy implementation and the resultant response varies 

from organization to another. 

2.2 Causes of Resistance to change 

Bacal (2000) notes that no matter whether a change is of major proportions or is objectively 

rather small, the change manager must anticipate that people in the organization are going to find 
~ 

reasons to resist changes. It is a basic tenet of human behaviour that any belief or value that has 

been previously successful in meeting needs will resist change. This applies even ifthere are 

better more successful alternatives to meet those needs. Resistance to change takes many forms. 

The more obvious forms consist of active resistance, where people wilt object, or refuse to 

cooperate with the change. Other, more subtle forms of resistance, however, are more difficult to 

deal with. Individual resistance is exhibited due to a number f reason a h wn in table 1. 

TABLE: 2 Reasons why individuals resist Change 

Reasons why individuals resist change 

When a manager is uncertain about impact and implication of the change 

When he is called upon to take risks which are uncongenial to him 

When a manager feels that the change may make him redundant 

When he feels incompetent to perform in the ne\\ rol 

Wh n he feels that he willloo 

n o r \)t •·1ni7 tti lll 11 



2.3 Approaches to managing Resistance to Change 

Change in an organization is always seen a new. More often than not it is seen as critical to the 

organizational discipline. In an organization, there are supporters of change and those that are 

against change, as quoted by Ansoff (1990:403) Machiavelli said, 

There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilious to conduct, or more 

uncertain of success tnan to take a lead in the introduction of a new order of 

things, because the innovation has for enemies all those who have done well 

under the old conditions and lukewarm defenders in those who may do well under 

new. 

It is important to note that resistance to change is not confined to the introduction of strategic 

planning. Change resistance is experienced in all the pha es of change management proce s 

An ff ( 1990), and therefore resistance needs to be add res ed at all time . It occur wh ncv r 

there is a departure from the historical behavior, culture and p wer tructure. Rc i tan c can 

seen in form of procrastinations and delays in triggering off the change proces . Much as there 

are unforeseen implementation delays and inefficiencies which slow down th change making it 

more costly than originally anticipated, there are deliberate efforts ithin the organization to 

sabotage the change. Consequently after the change has been implemented, where there is a 

typical performance lag where the change is siO\\ in producing the anti ip t d r" ults, there ar 

efforts within the organization to roll b k th t th p h n n ff ( 1990). 

In order to count r r rns ruil. 
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the likelihood of "grape vine" communication. Grape vme communication helps to brew 

resistance to strategy. 

It is very important that the change manager anticipate, and plan strategies for dealing with 

resistance. This applies not only at the introduction of the change, but there must be follow

through, so that the change manager monitors the change over the long-term, being alert for 

difficulties as they appear. It is helpful to have an understanding of why people resist change, 

because understanding this allows managers to plan strategies to reduce resistance from the 
> 

beginning. Also, some of the reasons that people resist change do not seem to make sense to the 

casual observer. At times they can seem nonsensical and illogical. They are, nonetheless, 

tmportant. 

Identification of the sources of resistance is the beginning of countering rc istance to change in 

an organization. There are two types of resistance to change. y tcmic and chavi ral. y tcmic 

is the passive incompetence of the organization. An off and Me nn I, ( 1990) n t th t p tv 

incompetence is proportional to the difference between the capacity required [! r n ·w chang and 

the capacity to handle the change. 

R~ho wrol a ± (.dC + .dP) I J T 

Where JC and JP are the signs of the cultural and political di turbance implied b the change, 

and J Tis the period over which the change is introdu ed. 
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Table 3 demonstrates what managers can apply in their organizations in an effort to counter 

resistance. 

Table 3: Countering Resistance to change 

Type of change Actions 

1. Lack of context and Presentations; Employee forums; 

direction Newsletters; Change and vision 
·' 

maps; Question and answers 

2. Emotion Face to face communication-

manager/supervi or with 

employee formal and inft rmal 

dialogue; onver ·at ion 

3. Trust Relationship building; Active 

listening; Openne sand hone ty 

4. Personality Relation hip building; 360 ~urve 

ource: trategic onnecti n Inc. · nd t ndin nd 

r >up r n 

u lllfll 

Compelling vision of the 

future 

Special publications 

Financial information 

Competitor information 

Change experience 

cour c 

Active li tcning 

Ackn wlcdg mcnt f fur 

Active li ·ten in ; Planned-

communicati n; Walk th 

talk 

Interpers nal ·kills 
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organization . The second is the Desire to participate and support the change which has already 

been prepared for in stage one. The third step Knowledge on how to change involves Training 

and education. This gives individuals the Ability to implement the required skills and behaviours 

which involve coaching and mentoring with a view to imparting skills needed for 

implementation. Reinforcement and the final stage is essentially when the implementation team 

is rewarded and recognized for the change implementation. This includes celebrations in the 

organization and individual recognitions. The gradual approach of the ADKAR model has 

worked very well in countering resistance in many organizations. 



CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design 

The proposed study was a case study of the University of Nairobi, focusing on the nature of 

resistance to change in strategy implementation and approaches that were taken to manage the 

resistance. 

3.2 Data Collection 

The researcher used an interview guide (appendix 3) to get primary data. The interview guide 

consisted three sections, Section A was to collect the personal data, Section B was to detennine 

the nature of changes, section C to assess the level of resistance to change and section 0 to 

establish how the resistance to change was managed. he intervi w guide c n i ted f b th open 

ended questions as well as closed ended que tions. The open end d que ti n av id d limitin 

the respondent in answering the questions. econdary data was btain d fr m variou , 

publications both internal and external to the University, to supplement the primary data. 

Management cadre of the University mainly central administration team, and c liege principals 

were interviewed. 

3.3 Data Analysi 
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CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

4.1. Introduction 

This chapter analysis the nature of resistance to change in the University of Nairobi and also 

determines how the resistance has been managed while establishing the effectiveness of the 

measures taken to manage resistance. The major strategic changes are taken, in order to highlight 

the nature of resistance that was encountered. 

4.2. Nature of resistance to change at the University of Nairobi. 

As observed in chapter 3; the University of Nairobi like other organizations has undergone many 

strategic changes in response to the rapidly changing environment. First the systemic resistance 

to change which the organization faces when there is passive incompetence to support the 

change. It is the structures, knowledge and skills, and management capacity. Secondly is the 

behavioral resistance which is manifested when employees re i t change in th way they d 

things. This may be manifested in individuals or in group like union in an rganizati n. Type 

of changes that were cited by the respondents were: 

4.2.1 Introduction of module II in 1998 and creation of University Enterprise' and 

Services Limited. 

It was gathered from respondents that in an effort to optimize re ourc utiliznti n in the Public 

Universities in Kenya, module II programe was introdu ed in 1 

cater for the bright students who due to the limitati n f th 

accepted at the university. The programme 

y temic and behavi ral nature. Initi II th 
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Table 4: Approximated MBA Student Recruitment in 1988 and 2000 

Year Students 

Recruitment in 1988 2,000 

Recruitment in 2000* 8,000 

* The recruitment figures rose four times due to the mtroduct10n of module II programme. ( figures unconfinned) 

In 1988 only about 2000 modul~ II students were registered and grew to over 8,000 in year 2000. 

Over the last decade or so, the University of Nairobi has continued to receive less financial 

allocations from the government than the estimated expenditure, a trend that is expected to 

persist. In some instances under provisions on the approved estimates have been; the net effect 

being progress ive accumulation of budget deficits as shown in the table below. 

Table 5: Trend of Deficit accumulation in the Univer ity from 1990 to 1993. 

Year Deficit Cum. 

1990/91 1.2m 1.2m 

1991/92* 5.5m 6.7m 

1992/93 6.0m 12.7m 

Source. constructed by the au tho r from the UNES re po rts 

(* In this year, there was a shortfall on the approved estimates of hs.£ I. I m m th pre\ iou ear) 
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generating activities in order to sustain the running of the university. Additionally the concept of 

cost sharing was introduced where by the student was expected to pay tuition, accommodation 

and catering fees. The government expected the University to supplement the Exchequer's 

allocation with students' fees. It was learnt from the interviews that despite all these, the 

University does not have a free hand in determining the level of student fees to be charged, 

which confirms the government's presence in running the university agenda (Sawyer 2004). 

This is a fact that is held with a lot of sentiments by many employees and may be a source of 
/ 

passive resistance in strategy implementation. 

In its University Management Board (UMB) on the II th May 1994, a sub-committee was 

appointed to look into Income Generation Activities (IGA) in the University of Nairobi and 

hence make recommendations (Kibera l, 1994). One of the recommendations was of the 

committee establishment of University of Nairobi and ervicc ( ) imited, which w 

registered in May 1996. Creation of UN according to r p ndent wa n 

idea. However the mechanism of running the company hampered the realization of the int nd ·d 

goals. The contention was on the management of the different categoric of incom which the 

UMB recommended in the Kibera II report. All income from the E chequer and tuiti n fees from 

regular students should be managed by the niversity Finance nice and liege Principals, 

while donor funds should be managed by the ni ersity inan t1i er. 

Income generated by I s was to be mana d b. 
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Figure 2: Chart showing the revenue earned through the various income generating 

activities under UNES between 1997 and 2002 

'ource: UNES Corporate trategy Plan 2001-2005 

In order to come up with more objective recommendations the int rview noted that MB 

received presentations both oral and written from the DeansfD1rectors, academic Division, 

Library University Health Services and Board of Postgraduate tud1es (BP ) 

4.2.2 The University of airobi trategic PI n and 
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courses that are meeting the demanded in the market. Appearance of other universities in the 

market has set in competition a factor that has made the University of Nairobi to think and 

position themselves in the arena of higher Education lest they are left behind. The University 

leadership realized that they had to chart a new path, which would propel the organization to a 

world class university Jet alone surviving competition. To achieve this goal the University of 

Nairobi developed a Strategic Plan that identified six areas that needs to be addressed. These are 

teaching, learning, research and consultancy, management systems and structure, resources and 

·' 

facilities; services and student welfare, networks, partnerships and linkages and institutional 

culture social responsibility and image (University of Nairobi Strategic Plan 2005-20 I 0). 

The Strategic Plan has introduced with it several other changes such as perfonnance contracts 

between the Government and the University and the University and the respective colleges. This 

has been cascaded down to the staff perfonnance and apprai al. A b-erv d by R bin n Jr 

(2003) structure and strategy must be coordinated, failure to which in fftcicn i , mi -dir ti n 

and fragmented efforts will frustrate strategy implementation. he leadership of th • nivcr ·ity 

have taken this into account and restructured the university in order to ·upp rt the trot gic plan. 

The researcher gathered that in the new structure, there are t\ o Deputy Vice hancellors, 

(DYCs), One is concerned with administration and finance ' hile the ec nd handle the 

academic affairs of the University. The DV s report to th han ·ell r, ' ho f r the fir t 

time was appointed through a competitive applicati nand intervi ' in . 
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the jobs disappear, and loss of identity. While the employees are yet to come to terms with the 

change, management have stood firm on their decision. 

Creation of an Information and Communication Technology (ICT) department has also been a 

recent change that has been introduced in the University of Nairobi. Johnson (2003) observes 

that technology should be up to date to support strategy in an organization; and the University of 

Nairobi has heeded to this. Introduction of ICT has greatly enhanced the university database 
~ 

management systems especially Students academic records which can be easily retrieved, as well 

as the monitoring of the Finance records as opposed to the inefficiencies and inaccuracies of the 

earlier manual systems. The Library for instance has benefited from the automation of its 

services to its users that include staff and students. Library users are now able to search Journals 

electronically and download electronic material with ease. 

Other Changes that have occurred in the University of Nair bi include w aring f nam adg 

as a way of enhancing the corporate image of the organization. Thi has been re i ted and ·n a . 

colonial mentality by some. Staff promotion will be done on merit. for in tance one condition for 

a teaching staff to be a professor; she or he must have supervised a PhD tudent. Before, the 

number of publications and or the length of the indi idual ' ervice determined their 

appointment to the role of professor. 

4.3 Management of r i tance to ch ng f air bi and it ff, tiven .s 
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catised by the change. Competitive sourcing of VC, DVC (A&F), and the subsequent 

development of strategic plan was welcome. The new VC introduced the Strategic Plan 2005-

2010. However the implementation lacked enough communication and creation of awareness to 

the employees. Instead the awareness was only the limited to the administration cadre, and did 

not consider the fact that these may be absent for one reason or another and their deputies, may 

need to oversee the implementation. This has caused some behavioral resistance where "after all 

I was not involved initially" attitude is taken. The administration has adopted a persistent attitude 
/ 

and at the time of this research staff were already completing the performance returns. 

Module II initially was met with very great resistance from both the teaching staff as well as the 

students. The lecturers felt that the university is for the very bright, the top intellectual cream in 

the country and admission of lower grades below the cut off mark would dilute the high 

performance of the University. This view did not consider the fact that the univer ity intake and 

cut-off levels were primarily dictated by the availability of vernm nt p n r hip fund, and 

therefore any other sponsored students with C+ grade and above qualified to join the niv r ity. 

The government sponsored students generally referred to as the regular tudents felt threatened 

by the new team. Not until they realized that they too were beneficiarie of the m ne generated 

from Module II that they learnt to coexist with the Module II tudents. pan fr m the behavioral 

resistance, Module li coupled with the influx of the d ubi intake in the 1 al fa ed 

systemic resistance in that the sitting space could not ru c.::nt . It h taken the 

UMB many meetings to find out a way of ti m II t f difi tl in I d v ith M dul II 
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faced with insecurity as they felt that the computers had come to replace them in the offices and 

thus were going to be retrenched. This portrayed the behaviour that referred to by Zander (1950) 

as the behaviour which is intended to protect an individual from the effects of real or imagined 

change. This was initially experienced in the library during the automation of the library system. 

However with training and coaching, these fears were arrayed and the implementation went on 

smoothly. Passive resistance was experienced too especially in the introduction of perfonnance 

contracts as opposed to pennanent and pension able tenns which had been entrenched into the 

' 

employees for a long time, and the argument is that the employment letters and tenns have not 

been revoked to give way to the new scenario. 



CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

The objectives of this study were first to establish the nature of resistance to change in the 

University ofNairobi and secondly to determine how the University managed the resistance. 

This chapter goes further to discuss the research findings giving conclusions and 

recommendations based on the study findings. 

5.2 Summary, Discussion and Conclusion 

The first objective of this research was to establish the nature of the resistance to change that 

was experienced in the University of Nairobi during the implementation of the various 

strategic changes within the last decade. It was observed that there were both behavioral and 

systemic types of resistance. 

Systemic types of resistance was mainly caused by lack of sufficient finance , the rate of 

expansion were not commensurate with the number of staff, the building and the available 

space. The research showed that there was also varying le els of resistance. orne re istance 

was little while some was substantial and other very great. depending on the nature of 

change. The formation of ES for instance \ as m t \ ith an o n helming re istance. 
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a few key people. But the real power of vision is unleashed only when most of these involved 

in an enterprise or activity have a common understanding of its goals and direction. 

The second Objective sought to determine how the university countered the resistance to 

change. In the case of introduction of schools and restructuring, the employees suffered fear 

of loss of identity should the departments change or merge, fear of loss of jobs for some, and 

for others the 'normal' fear of change. In this case the change was implemented despite the 
' 

resistance. Evidently as observed by Ansoff (1988), it is only rarely that all the behavioral 

resistance can be converted into a positive change. For the change to be implemented the 

change initiating group must muster and apply enough power to overcome the residual 

behavioral resistance. This appears to be the option that the University management have 

taken. 

The third objective was to determine the effectiveness of the appr ch th nivcr ity 

followed in countering or managing resistance to change. Observation showed that there wa 

no deliberate plan or measure taken to mange resistance. This may be alluded to the fact that 

the changes that took place in the University were more reactionary than pr active that is 

why once the change was implemented, it was left to take its ov. n course. 
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employees are a success factor to the organization. Thirdly to tally with staff appraisals and 

performance contracts more emphasis should be made on the rewarding for those employees 

who exceed expectations. Not only is this a way of winning the employeeS confidence but 

also a source of motivation which will no doubt be visible in the overall organizational 

performance. 

5.3 Limitation of the research 
·' 

The study covered the University of Nairobi as a case study. The researcher feels that study 

of other Public Universities and comparisons with the private Universities would give a 

better picture and comparison of the nature of resistance to change, how the resistance is 

managed and how effectively is this done. Data collection instrument was an interview guide 

that only targeted the administrative cadre of the university. Inclusion of the other employees 

may have perhaps given a wider view of the big picture. Availability of the respondents wa 

big limitation because due to the nature of their responsibilities they were generally bu y 

with other work and assignments. 

5.4 Suggested areas of further research 

This project was a case study of the Umverstty of atrobi, taken as a typtcal r presentation 

of Public Universities in Kenya. As the researcher conducted the mtervte . tt be me more 

and more evident that although the Uni erstty of 'atrobi is pubhc uni rst , ea h publi 
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expected in a Kenyan environment and how these would be managed in order to achieve a 

successful change implementation. 

5.5 Recommendations for Policy and practice 

From the research experience, some of the types of resistances observed would have been 

avoided or minimized had the change implementation been conducted by experts in the 

Change Management field. Experts do give emphasis on the mode of strategic behaviour. 
·' 

The researcher is in agreement with Ansoff ( 1988) who observes that Business firms whose 

behaviour is totally unplanned and unguided do not survive for long, except in monolistic or 

subsidizing environments. Strategic behaviour of firms which survive is guided and managed 

however well or poorly. The researcher therefore recommends that the University of Nairobi 

adopt the managed strategic behavior and use a change manager to manage all their change . 

This will ensure planning and stakeholder involvement and management for the ucce ful 

implementation of change. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1: UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI- COLLEGES AND FACULTIES 

Colleges 

• College of Agriculture and Veterinary Sciences (Upper Kabete Campus) 

• College of Architecture and Engineering (Main Campus) 

• College of Biological and Physical Sciences (Chiromo Campus) 

• College of Education and External Studies (Kikuyu Campus) 

• College of Health Sciences (Kenyatta National Hospital) 

• ollege of Humanities and Social Sciences (Main Campus) 

Faculties 

• acui ty of Agriculture 

• Faculty of Arts 

• Faculty of Commerce 

• Facul ty of Education 

• Facu lty of External tudies 

• Facul ty of Law 

• Faculty of ctence 

• acuity of cia! ciences 

• F culty of Veterinary M dicin 

• Institute f lric n Studies 
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APPENDIX 2: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION 

Date: 21st September, 2006 

Dear respondent; 

I am a post graduate student at the University of Nairobi studying Master of Business 

Administration in the Faculty of Commerce. I am currently conducting a case study of the 

University of Nairobi, in the art?a of managing resistance to strategic change. 

The purpose of this letter is to request you to respond to the attached interview guide. The 

interview guide is unstructured and is designed to gather infonnation on the management of 

resistance to strategic change experienced by the University in an effort to implement strategic 

changes over time in response to environmental challenges. The guide also covers the [i nns of 

resistance to change that the university has been experiencing. 

The infonnation you provide will be treated in strict confidence and at no time will y ur name be 

referred to directly . The infonnation gathered will be used for academic purposes onl . 

Kindly cooperate, 

Yours incerely, 

ary M. lchang'i 

MBA Stud nt 



APPENDIX 3: RESEARCH INTERVIEW GUIDE 

PART A: 

Respondent's personal details. 

Department ____ _ 

Position held -----
Number of years worked in the University 

PARTB: 

1) less than 5 

2) 5to 10 

3) II to 15 

4) over 15 

Nature of Changes 

I. What Changes have been implemented in the University of airobi in the Ia t 7 ears . 

2 



PART C 

Resistance to Change 

3 Was there resistance during the implementation ofthese changes? Yes [] No [] 

4 If Yes, what was the form of resistance? 

5 In your view, what were the causes of the resistance? 

6 In your assessment what was the level (magnitude) of re istance? 

a) Little 

b) ubstantial 

c) Very great 
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PART C 

Resistance to Change 

3 Was there resistance during the implementation of these changes? Yes [] No [] 

4 If Yes, what was the form of resistance? 

5 In your view, what were the causes of the resistance? 

6 In your assessment what was the level (magnitude) of resistance? 

a) Little 

b) ubstantial 

c) Very great 

P R D 
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9 . If yes to no. 7, how effective were your actions and why? 

a) Little 

b) Substantial 

c) Very great 

10 lfyou answered No to question 3, how did you ensure that you avoided resistance? 

Thank you for taking time to respond to the question . 


